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CLIENT SUCCESS STORY I TELECOM

Partnership Evolution:
Driving Vendor of Choice
Value with Stellar
Retention, Quality

The India telecom marketplace is highly competitive,
with leading players challenged to innovate while
simultaneously managing cost and quality. In 2005, a
telecom major called on HGS’s robust area presence
and resources as one of a select few vendors to
support breakthrough growth. This market leader
chose HGS as a strategic partner to invest in and
support their expansion and growth with our people,
process and innovation. Over the years, the client
has increasingly relied on HGS for a consultative role,
trusting us with increasing responsibilities. These
include recent wins of vendor of choice selection
for their premium customer base as well as our
voice of customer (VoC) analytics to drive up to 92%
retention. There are three stages to the evolution of
the partnership:

AT A GLANCE
Client since 2005
Approximately 3,400 FTEs
Locations:
• Bangalore
• Chennai
• Durgapur
• Guntur
• Hyderabad
• Mysore
• Nagercoil

• Strategy Partner and Expansion Support:
2005, onward

• Noida

• Service Enhancement Partner:
2011, onward

Services: Inbound Voice, Outbound
Voice, Back Office/Blended, Email,
Premium Voice, Retention Desk

• Retention Partner and Vendor of Choice:
2014, onward

Strategy Partner:
Like other market peers, this client ventured to expand services across the India geo. Since day one,
HGS has provided the investment, resources, and innovation to align with the client’s services and
geographic expansion. Our partnership synergy has contributed to the client’s services and geographic
expansion. Today, HGS supports the client at nine facilities across eight locations in Tier 1, Tier 2 and Tier
3 cities of India.

Service Enhancement Partner:
Our services have expanded from assistance on customer queries and complaints to today’s inbound
and outbound support, sole vendor for premium customers, back-office, and analytics support. In 2006,
we acquired the first non-voice process, and in 2009, the client trusted us with Queries, Requests, and
Complaints (QRC). In 2010, we began pan India operations for backend activities for Mobility / Fixed
line / DTH and also started our email services support. Next, came our outbound support in 2013. In
2014, our role as unlimited partner moved into higher gear when we acquired the client’s Retention
Desk and new customers’ welcome calling processes. In recent years, we have demonstrated our true
partnership alignment by acquiring the client’s premium Inbound voice from our Mphasis business
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and started operations in Noida. Additionally, the client has increasingly turned to HGS for our inputs
regarding their customer relationship management (CRM), for improvements to products and processes
that drive dramatically enhanced customer resolution and turnaround timelines . For example,
HGS consistently finds areas of opportunity (another case in point is service request elimination) for
improved customer experience and issue resolution, by troubleshooting with SMS of package details to
customers. We recommend these types of changes to the client—based on CRM database, for, in this
case, issue volume reduction by 11%.

Retention Partner and Vendor of Choice:
Over the past several years, HGS has engaged with the client to accelerate outcomes. We have
provided VoC analytics that have been instrumental in building brand affinity and retaining this client’s
customer base. Additionally, in recent years, the client has granted us chief support of their premium
customer care business lines. For our premium support, HGS has ramped hiring and recruitment in
alignment with telecom industry needs, hiring a strong percentage of technically proficient analysts and
qualified engineers. HGS has earned many awards and accolades from the client, including late 2018
recognition in the “Value Leader” category for “providing stellar customer support across multiple lines
of business, in the midst of falling volumes and market consolidation”.

How We Do It

Analytics to
Mine Client
VoC Data
Retention of

87%
of Customers

93%

Performance
Improvement post
HGS Efforts
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HGS ran detailed analytics on the VoC data captured during customer
interactions. Using an HGS-built and client-customized analytics tool, we
conducted a deep-dive analysis of VoC data, capturing customer feedback
during interactions. Post capture, we extract daily reports and analyse
reasons customers want to leave our client (notably, this occurs after the
Mobile Number Portability law passed). This valuable insight is shared with
the client, so they can act on essential retention risks for more positive
saving of customers. Additionally, these analytics provide us competitor offer
information that we can use to design our customer retention counteroffers.

Business Result
The client’s marketing team depends on this information to continue to lead
in this market. Capturing the VoC data, for example, provides insights like
the fact that customers wanted special benefits for when they are traveling
outside their state circle, and they want the same benefits as available in
competitor plans. With feedback like this insight gleaned and acted on by
the client, HGS now retains 87% of customers who were ready to change to
another telecom provider.
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How We Do It

Customised
Client
Competitor
Data Tracker
Retention of

92%

of
customers who were
planning to move to a
competitor

When a particular telecom major entered the market, HGS knew the
client needed to step up tracking of competitor plan pricing and features.
HGS implemented more detailed tracking, to ensure customer retention.
We introduced capture of complete detail of competitor offers in terms
of denomination and benefits, for a more complete understanding of
competitor offers.

Business Result
Our efforts to capture these new details of competitors’ offers provided
the client with valuable, real-time information and insights. The client was
able to develop plans to counter the benefits offered by competitors.
HGS’s efforts to retain customers in the face of stiff market competition
led to retention improvement of 92% of customers who wanted to change
telecom providers.

How We Do It
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Retention of

85%

of
customers at risk of
leaving client due to
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Before HGS’s focus in this area, customer retention was affected when
customers with network signal concerns initiated a Service Request
(SR). When those SRs were not resolved appropriately, customer
dissatisfaction occurred. The SR resolutions sent to the support team
were unclear, and agents were not escalating SRs under relevant
subtypes. HGS noted the issue and created a dedicated SR recovery
desk for network signal related SR resolution. This desk streamlines
resolution and logging of network-related SRs. This desk also audits
and reintroduces the SR in case of unclear or unsatisfactory resolution,
with support team and/or customer contacts as required. Customers
are identified for outreach with a “health check” call for confirmation that
their concerns were addressed.

Business Result
This resolution desk is essential to delivering on HGS’s “right answer, fast”
brand promise. As empathetic brand ambassadors, today we employ
this tool to retain 85% of customers looking to leave the client due to
network-related issues.
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How We Do It

Escalation
Improvements
Achieved

84%

Less Escalations

Multiple customer issues were causing escalations, including: delay
in retention plan or benefits and booster provisioning. Temporary
disconnections were not performed in accordance with turnaround time
expectations, and there were billing charge disputes and inaccurate
information provided by agents. To tackle these issues, HGS set up a
separate escalation desk with dedicated workflow and training that
targets escalation handling and issue resolution.

Business Result
Today this desk receives real-time escalations with email and fast
identification and classification of the issue post resolution and close.
The issue is documented, and we undertake corrective/preventive action
implementation and monitoring for escalations. Consequently, HGS has
achieved a decrease in escalations to only 5%, from 31% before HGS’s
focused approach.

LOOKING AHEAD
The future is bright for this partnership, with the client in talks with HGS to build on our “empathetic
problem-solver” approach and digital solutions suite—including automation and more enhanced
analytics, for even more significant outcomes.

About HGS
A global leader in business process management (BPM) and optimizing the customer experience lifecycle, HGS is helping make its
clients more competitive every day. HGS combines technology-powered services in automation, analytics and digital with domain
expertise focusing on back office processing, contact centers and HRO solutions to deliver transformational impact to clients.
Visit www.teamhgs.com to learn how HGS can help make your business more competitive.
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